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The call to arms, now you have
We will stand by our mother's

sound ed Mother land a cross the sea
And the flag that stands for right

side by side, with our Empire's sons Canada's place shall
will not lean upon you Without joining in your
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be Our best of blood we freely give you In fight And not a cub of Britain's Lion Will

thousands ten times ten There's no need to ask, We've hide behind her paw When duty's to be done, And

taken the task, And you'll find we've willing men. When a honors to be won, We are by your side, once more. When a

CHORUS

foreign foe man threatens Our Empire owns one flag, We'll
stand by you, steadfast and true, not a son behind will drag
And our

brothers who are fighting Are content and bear in mind, That
leaving

Canada's sons who can't man your guns, Will take care of the dear ones left behind.

When a care of the dear ones left be hind.
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